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Bielski work accepted into internationally juried show

September 22, 2017

Sarah Bielski, MFA, had her work accepted into the internationally juried show: The FL3TCH3R Exhibit: Social and Politically Engaged Art, juried by Dr. Anita Kunz. The show will be on display at the Reece Museum on the campus of East Tennessee State University from October 9 to December 15.
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Hines work featured in ‘War is Only Half the Story’

September 22, 2017

“War is Only Half the Story” is a 10-year retrospective of the work of the groundbreaking documentary photography program, The Aftermath Project. Founded by photographer Sara Terry to help change the way the media covers conflict and to educate the public about the true cost of war and the real price of peace, The Aftermath Project has run a grant program for the past decade, supporting some of the best documentary photographers in the world working on post-conflict themes. The film, which features work by BFSDoArt Professor Jessica Hines (1:07), was released in advance of the 10th-anniversary book that will make its debut at Paris Photo in November. https://mediastorm.com/clients/the-aftermath-project
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